International Conference on Sustainable Design, Engineering and Construction ICSDEC 2015

ICSDEC 2015 is a premier conference offering a unique opportunity to academia, industry practitioners and entrepreneurs alike to share their latest research, information, ideas and products relating to sustainability and resilience.

INDEPENDENCE TECHNOLOGIES COMPETITION
Submit your ideas for technology proposals that by 2050 could yield net-zero global and annual carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions related to human endeavors.
Deadline for proposals 1 April, 2015

WORKSHOPS
Integrating Sustainability into Engineering and Construction Curriculum
FACILITATOR:
Amy Landis, School of Sustainable Engineering and the Built Environment, Arizona State University

Modeling the 2050 Net Zero (Smart) City
FACILITATORS:
- Colin Cathcart, Kiss+Cathcart, Architects
- Gregory Kiss, Kiss+Cathcart, Architects
- Dickson D. Despommier, Professor Emeritus, Columbia University
- Jeff Miles, Associate, MHG Architects

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
- Widney Brown, Director of Programs, Physicians for Human Rights, USA
- Fariborz Haghighat, Department of Building, Civil and Environmental Engineering, Concordia University, Canada
- Ann P. Kalayil, Regional Administrator, GSA Region 5, USA
- Cathy Leslie, Executive Director, Engineers Without Borders, USA
- Eric Masanet, Associate Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering and Biological Engineering, Northwestern University, USA
- Deb Niemeyer, University of California, USA
- Porie Saikia-Eapen, Director, Sustainability and Environmental Compliance, New York Metropolitan Transportation Authority, USA

TAKE A LOOK AT THE FULL PROGRAM AND REGISTER HERE
www.icsdec.com